Baseline psychosocial predictors of survival in localized melanoma.
There is no certainty about the contributing factors or the psychological processes involved in cancer progression. Many studies have suffered from poor theoretical basis, methodological flaws, and only one or few psychosocial factors investigated at a time. We examined the simultaneous contribution of several theory-based psychosocial elements to survival time in melanoma. A consecutive sample of patients with localized (Clarke II-IV) melanoma (N=59) were evaluated with validated questionnaires on coping with cancer, anger expression, perceived social support, noncancer life stresses, and domains of quality of life (QOL) 3-4 months after diagnosis. Cox regression analyses were used to determine the predictors of survival time from the date of diagnosis to the date of death or the last follow-up. After controlling for age, gender, and Breslow depth for the tumor, the baseline psychological variables related to the cancer-prone Type C response pattern, namely, anger nonexpression (repression), hopelessness, and better single-item self-reported QOL predicted shorter survival. Before hopelessness was added to the model, the amount of depressive symptoms and heavy perceived impact of diagnosis were also predictive. In addition, longer survival was strongly predicted by Cognitive Escape-Avoidance coping, which included items close to the concept of denial/minimizing. Anger nonexpression, hopelessness, and overpositive reporting of QOL--all proposed to include in the Type C response style or reflect emotional nonexpression--seem to comprise a set of factors that reduce survival, whereas denial/minimizing response to the diagnosis as such predicts longer survival.